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Project Recover

is a collaborative effort to enlist 21st century science and
technology in a quest to find the final underwater resting
places of Americans missing in action since World War II, to
provide recognition and closure.

Introduction
Project Recover is a partnership among researchers
at the University of Delaware, Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, and The BentProp Project.
The project blends historical data from many sources
to optimize underwater search areas with scanning
sonars, high definition cameras, advanced diving, and
unmanned aerial and underwater robotic technologies.
These new methods are now being applied globally
where servicemen are still missing. Information on
finds by Project Recover are then transmitted to the U.S.
Government Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency
(DPAA), for formal identification, family notification
and ultimately repatriation.  
In 2012 Project Recover began as a grassroots research
effort in Palau, with the team finding three aircraft
missing from World War II during field expeditions
in 2014 and 2015. Those two years set the stage
for Project Recover’s formalization with substantial
financial support from Dan Friedkin at the end of 2015,
kicking off a three-year test-bed concept.
In its first year of formal operations as Project Recover
in 2016, the team expanded its operations, conducting
missions in eight countries in search of over 100
servicemen missing in action, spanning over 20 case
files. Five cases associated with at least 19 MIAs were
documented and reported to DPAA.
This year, in 2017, Project Recover explored 20 cases
spread throughout five countries, associated with
nearly 100 MIAs. Those missions resulted in the
discovery and/or full documentation of nine aircraft
crashes associated with at least 36 MIAs.
The partners now look to 2018 with missions planned
in the Pacific and European theaters, missions that
continue to use the best-available science and
technology, combined with historic and archival
research to bring American service members home.
This year will also launch Project Recover into its
planning for the next phase of operations, looking at
2019–2023.
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Bringing Our Heroes Home

Lt. Punnell, ARM2c Rybarczyk and AOM2c Sharninghouse
While the U.S. has made, and continues to make,
extensive efforts to recover and return home its war
dead, more than 82,000 Americans remain missing
in action (MIA) from World War II to the present. An
estimated 70,000 U.S. servicemen remain missing
from World War II, with approximately two-thirds of
those losses in the Pacific Theater. Many of the missing
were lost in the maritime environment.

that same mission, the team also located the
underwater wreck of a TBM Avenger associated with
missing servicemen from World War II, including
Navy Reserve Aviation Radioman 2nd Class Albert P.
Rybarczyk (opposite page) and Navy Reserve Aviation
Ordnanceman 2nd Class Ora H. Sharninghouse.

The discovery and relevant documentation for both
of these cases were shared with the U.S. Department
In addition to the sheer volume of individuals contained of Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency (DPAA) so
within, underwater sites often provide a greater that the proper procedures for official identification,
degree of preservation in comparison to terrestrial recovery and repatriation could be initiated.
losses. However, conventional water-based searches
have historically been labor intensive, logistically On June 30, 2017 DPAA announced, “Navy Reserve Lt.
cumbersome and technically difficult.
William Q. Punnell, killed during World War II, has now
been accounted for,” and on August 16, 2017, DPAA
The ultimate goal of Project Recover is to provide made two individual announcements, sharing that
closure for the families of missing U.S. service members. ARM2c Rybarczyk and AOM2c Sharninghouse have
To date, Project Recover’s efforts have successfully now been accounted for.
discovered and/or documented 14 aircraft associated
with nearly 60 MIAs, solving decades old mysteries Project Recover sent written correspondence to each of
of the fates of U.S. servicemen from World War II. Of the families of the three fallen servicemen, explaining
those, nine aircraft associated with at least 36 of those the discoveries made by the team, with the offer to
MIAs were found during operations in 2017.
personally deliver each flag to the respective family.
To say the response was overwhelming would be an
It is the custom of Project Recover to hold a flag understatement.  
ceremony at the site of all MIA-associated aircraft crash
sites that are discovered. The ceremony is recorded, Bill Kelvie, great nephew of Lt. Punnell, shared the
and a flag is presented and properly folded for each following about his family’s experience, “Sometime in
MIA associated with the find. The process from locating 2014, (my) Dad was contacted by the Navy and was
a site to full accounting by the Department of Defense requested to provide a DNA sample to assist them in
can be a lengthly process, so after the ceremony a their analysis of remains that were being recovered.
Project Recover team member from that mission is We really didn’t think much of it, actually, and pretty
designated as the holder of those flags and video until much forgot about it after some time. I remember
such time that they can be presented to the family the 60 Minutes episode on the (Project Recover)
once the accounting has been announced.
mission, and was moved by the efforts of what your
team and colleagues have been doing. Never in my life
The first Project Recover cases to come full circle—from would I, or anyone in our family, have imagined that
discovery to documentation to family notification— the mission would recover Great Uncle Bill. The Navy
were announced in the summer of 2017.  
liaison contacted Dad (in June)...and notified him of
the positive identification. Needless to say, we are still
In March 2014, Project Recover had its first finds of in a bit of a state of shock. We are deeply thankful to
missing aircraft and crew, while on a mission to Palau. the team and all who were involved in discovering the
During the mission, the team located the underwater Hellcat and in bringing Uncle Bill home.”
wreck of an F6F Hellcat associated with missing World
War II pilot, Navy Reserve Lt. William Q. Punnell.  During
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On December 10 and 11, seven members of Project
Recover traveled to Stevensville, Michigan, at the
invitation of the family of ARM2c Albert “Bud”
Rybarczyk to participate in the ceremony and funeral
of this now repatriated MIA (below). The return of
their ‘Uncle Bud’ turned out to be more than just
a family affair; the community of this small town in
southwestern Michigan turned out to honor Bud’s
return. Also in attendance at the Mass and burial
was a large contingent of family members of AOM2
Sharninghouse from the same Avenger crew.
Incredibly, Bud’s sister Mary Ann, a retired Catholic
nun, is still living, making the event all the more
special. The family members said that while it came as
a surprise to hear from DPAA about his recovery, Mary
Ann never gave up hope for her brother’s return. In
fact, the family bought a burial plot for him long ago.
The U.S. Navy had two active duty officers present
throughout—from Bud’s return by aircraft on December
7 to Grand Rapids, through the military escort to
his home, to the visitation at the funeral home on
December 10 and the funeral Mass on December 11.

AOM2c Sharninghouse will return to his home for his
ceremony and burial in April 2018 in Findlay, Ohio.
At the invitation of the family, Project Recover team
members plan to attend the repatriation.  

The F6F-3 Hellcat aviator, Lt. William Punnell, also
found in 2014, will be buried in the second half of April
The Mass ended with one of Bud’s cousins singing 2018 at Arlington National Cemetery.
“I’ll be Home for Christmas.” An active duty admiral
attended the mass and burial. A Navy Honor Guard It has been the privilege of the entire Project Recover
stood in the face of the cold, blowing winds off Lake team to locate these aviators and give honor to their
Michigan to give honor to Bud’s repatriation.
ultimate sacrifice.
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Deploying an AUV in Papua New Guinea to map the seabed.

Research, Science and Technology
Project Recover integrates a diverse set of disciplines
in its quest to locate MIAs including, but not limited
to marine science; ocean technology including
unmanned robotics, imaging and sonar; unmanned
aerial systems; aeronautics; engineering sciences;
physical and biological sciences; computer modeling;
data management and information technology;
geospatial information systems; remote sensing;
archaeology and anthropology; history; scientific
diving; intelligence gathering and synthesis; statistics,
including Bayesian search strategies; global security;
retrievable documentation systems; and rapidly
responsible logistics.
Before any field mission, extensive historical research
and analysis occur. During 2017, Project Recover
historians and researchers photographed, processed,
and analyzed over 60,000 archival documents from
libraries and archives around the world.  

sensor packages in AUVs, multispectral imaging, ROVs,
and other robotic technologies, novel aerial imaging
methods, scuba teams with advanced low light
photographic and video equipment, hand held sonar
systems and all other aspects necessary to successfully
complete each mission.
The technology assets that are used by Project Recover
can be generally described as:
• Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs)
• Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs)
• Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
• Side scan sonars
• Multi-beam sonars
• Magnetometers
• Optical imaging and image processing
• Advanced diver technologies

Upon the return from a mission, image and data
processing technologies are used to create data
While this process has aided Project Recover in the products that add to the full documentation and
development of hundreds of potential new cases, it is reporting to which Project Recover adheres, and
also part of a larger goal to create a digital cloud-based provides to DPAA. In many cases, those reports and
archive. With the digitized archive, Project Recover products are also shared with the host community.
scientists, volunteers and staff can conduct archival
analysis for new and existing cases from anywhere in Research efforts are also being shared with the scientific
community through peer reviewed publications and
the world.
presentations to the scientific community.
Search missions utilize experienced team members
selected to manage the integration of state-of-the-art
4

An ROV deployed in the waters of Papua New Guinea to
survey a crash site at 185’ water depth.

Using a vessel-mounted sonar system in Fiji.

Five robotic systems (ROV, four AUVs) all set and ready for deployment in Papua New Guinea.
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Crash Site Digital Preservation
Project Recover has begun investing in the science of
making quantitative measurements from underwater
imagery for purposes of conserving historicallyrich crash sites, many of which have been hidden in
excess of 75 years and in a constant state of decay.
The generation of high resolution, three-dimensional
models of the site captures a snapshot in time of
the crash site, providing a rich data set for further
assessment and study by a range of experts.   Virtual
reality renderings of these historic sites and the nearby
oceanic environment and ecosystems may also provide
a powerful public outreach platform in the future.
The approach is with the photogrammetric merger
of digital image sequences for generation of 3D
topographies and mosaics; the technology is rapidly
maturing due to now-available computational
horsepower.  For example, aerial imagery overlaid on
terrain that is now available in popular smartphone
mapping programs is generated using “structure from
motion” photogrammetric algorithms.
The technique numerically solves for topography by
perception of the camera motion through a scene,
analogous to how humans perceive 3D structure of
an environment by moving through it. Virtual reality
graphic designers are now leveraging the technology
for construction of realistic textures and objects
for use in Hollywood special effects and video game
design.   Transitioning these tools to the underwater
environment is a challenge due to inconsistent
lighting conditions, changes of refractive index, poor
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water visibility and color loss from light absorption
at different wavelengths.  Project Recover remains in
the exploratory phase of adapting these tools, and has
begun digitally capturing the crash sites that have been
found by the team, in order to provide the highest
resolution documentation possible.
A notable benefit of generating a virtual rendering of
the crash site is the ability to visualize a region larger
than what would be visible by eye alone as the pictures
span distances greater than the water visibility.  Until
now, in marginal water visibility, divers have had to
rely on memory to reconstruct underwater scenes.  
The approach lends itself to a range of conservation,
archeological, engineering and scientific underwater
problems.
To date, the convergence of technologies in use
by Project Recover includes use of mirrorless Sony
cameras with distortion-free dome lenses, external
lighting when necessary, and computers interfaced to
clusters of Graphical Processor Units (GPUs) with solid
state memory storage. The speed improvements in a
recently built computer cluster reduced the 20 days
required for processing a 1,000 image underwater
scene to one day. Just as important as the technologies
is the development of best practices for capturing the
underwater images with use of appropriate F-stops,
collection of images at regular intervals in space,
and appropriate color enhancement.   In the future,
the team will begin automated processing of images
obtained from robotic platforms.

An example scene, shown above, developed through
processing roughly 1,000 images of a TBM Avenger
crash site (3 MIA) that was found in 2016 in 85 feet
of water in Malakal Harbor, Palau and subsequently
imaged for 3D processing in July 2017.   The insets
(middle) show the camera location and orientations
that were solved for in the processing chain, and the
resultant 3D surfaces from the fused imagery.   VR
scenes of many of the recently found crash sites are
in development and will be published to an online
repository.
The images at left and bottom right are digitally
preserved scenes from a P-39 and a B-25, both
discovered in Papua New Guinea in 2017 by Project
Recover.
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Papua New Guinea
15 February to 7 March

Region: Madang
Cases: 4 (B-25, B-25, B-25, B-17)
Missing in Action: 21
Team Size: 7
Equipment:
Outland 1000 ROV
REMUS 100
T-50 Multi-beam Sonar
Ping DSP Multi-beam/Side-scan Sonar
SharkMarine Navigator
Summary of Results
Found and documented: B-25 (5 MIA)
Documented: B-25 (1 MIA)
Area surveyed: ~22 km2
Return mission planned for Fall 2017
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In February, a Project Recover team embarked on
its first field mission of 2017, setting out to map the
seafloor in search of missing WWII aircraft; conduct
an official archaeological survey of a known B-25
underwater wreck; and interview elders in villages in
the immediate area. The mission to Papua New Guinea
kicked off Project Recover’s second year of formal
operations.
In its search of nearly 10 square kilometers, Project
Recover located the debris field (left and above) of a
B-25 bomber that had been missing for over 70 years,
associated with a crew of six MIAs.
In addition to searching for two other missing aircraft,
the team conducted an archaeological survey of the
site of a B-25 bomber (below left, back cover) that was

previously discovered in Madang Harbor. While the
B-25 was well known to locals and scuba enthusiasts
for over 30 years, this particular B-25 had never been
officially surveyed. Of the six crew associated with the
aircraft, five survived the crash, but were taken prisoner
by the Japanese.   The remaining crew member went
down with the plane and is still listed as missing.
While speaking to village elders (below right) about
the two B-25 cases, Project Recover team members
were told about local, terrestrial burial sites and an
additional aircraft that had crashed on land.
With over 30 cases of interest in Papau New Guinea and
the additional intelligence gathered while in country,
this successful expedition laid the groundwork for a
return in the fall of 2017.
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Fiji

17 to 30 April
Region: Beachcomber Island
Cases: 2 (B-26, P-39)
Missing in Action: 6
Team Size: 8
Equipment:
Ping DSP Multi-beam/Side-scan Sonar
SharkMarine Navigator
Summary of Results:
Documented: B-26 (5 MIA)
No target located: P-39 (1 MIA)
Surveyed: ~3 km2

During a training mission on 13 October 1943, a U.S.
Army Air Force P-39 collided in mid-air with USAAF
B-26, 200 yards south of Itai Island, Fiji. Both aircraft
were total losses and not recoverable at the time of
the crash. After the crash, black smoke was observed,
and all that was seen on the surface was an oil slick,
some surface wreckage and sharks in the water. No
parachutes were seen.
The remains of two of the B-26 crew were recovered
and buried on Fiji; post-war they were exhumed and
transported to the U.S. for permanent burial. One U.S.
service member remains unaccounted for from the
P-39 loss and five remain unaccounted for from the
B-26 loss.
The wreck of the B-26 is a known dive site. Due to the
high velocity at the time of impact and altitude, the
wreckage is scattered over an area approximately 200
x 20 meters. The scattered wreckage is connected by
dive lines and consists of engines, main landing gear,
tires, the fuselage and wing parts.
Project Recover conducted a mission in April 2017 to
officially survey the B-26 and attempt to locate the
wreckage of the P-39.
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The team conducted remote sensing survey (top
right) using side scan sonar over the B-26 to produce
georeferenced images of the site.   This was followed
up with archaeological and photo documentation of
the site in order to file a site survey with DPAA (middle
right).  While exploring the B-26 wreck, the team did
not locate any artifacts from the P-39 confirming that
the two wrecks were not comingled.
Once mapping of the B-26 was complete, the team
expanded remote sensing operations to attempt to
locate the P-39. Three square kilometers were mapped
around the crash site (bottom right). The terrain was
dotted with large (20 to 40 meters high) coral bommies
(left) making full visualization of the seafloor difficult
because of the resulting sound shadows (same view
below).  After review of the data, the team identified
approximately 40 targets of interest.  Of these, only a
handful were visually inspected given time constraints
and confirmed as not being wreckage of the P-39.   
This is still an open case for Project Recover and the
bathymetry dataset obtained this year allows for the
possibility of using AUVs in a follow up mission to
locate the P-39.
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Solomon Islands
25 May to 7 June

Region: Guadalcanal, Koli Point
Cases: 5 (B-25, B-24, PB4Y, PB4Y, F4U)
Missing in Action: 15
Team Size: 4
Equipment:
Two REMUS 100 AUVs
T50-P Multi-beam sonar
SharkMarine Navigator
Summary of Results
Found and documented: B-25 (4 MIA)
Found: Unknown aviation target
Surveyed: ~14 km2
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As a result of the successful exploratory mission to case. Initial data gathered on site lends to the wreck
the Solomon Islands in late 2016, Project Recover being that of a PB4Y or B-24.
embarked  on a remote sensing mission to Guadalcanal
in late spring 2017. For two weeks, a small team Project Recover intends to return to the Solomon
operated out of Honiara, conducting operations from Islands in 2018 to continue documentation of the
discovered B-25, explore the uncorrelated aircraft
a small, chartered vessel.  
and ground-truth targets from the 2017 spring field
Using two AUVs, the team planned to survey a large missions. In addition, the team will expand the search
area to encompass many points of interest related to for additional cases of interest that remain.  Throughout
the Solomon Islands there are presently 16 cases of
several crashes in the area associated with MIAs.
interest, correlated to more than 65 MIAs.  
The team was able to survey 14 km2 over seven days in
the field, identifying 168 potential targets of aviation
interest.  Of those targets, the team was able to dive
on 11 and as a result, located two aircraft.
Dive conditions in the area made ground-truthing
of targets challenging, yet the team was still able to
positively identify a B-25 aircraft (left) associated with
four U.S. servicemen still missing in action.  
The B-25 that was located had been missing since 1943
when it crashed into the ocean after clipping several
trees upon takeoff.  The aircraft rests inverted on the
seafloor. Project Recover completed a site survey and
turned over its results to DPAA. The sections of debris
present at the site are noted in the diagram (right) and
photo-mosaic (below).
A second aircraft was discovered, but there was not
adequate time during the mission to survey the site
to correlate a specific aircraft type or associated MIA
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Palau

9 to 15 June
24 November to 2 December
Region: Ngapang State (Police Hill)
Missing in Action: 13-21
Team Size: 4
Summary of Results
Return mission planned for 2018

For more than 20 years, multiple efforts by multiple
parties have attempted to search for and locate
three or more grave sites of at least 21 reported
POWs, including seven USAAF B-24 airmen, three
USN members of Underwater Demolition Team-10
(predecessors to SEALs), six Catholic priests and five
civilians, tragically executed by occupying Japanese
forces in 1944 within Ngatpang State on Babeldaob
Island. Locating such unmarked graves within jungles is
a special challenge because, unlike aircraft crash sites,
such 70+ year old graves provide very few searchable
signals. But the interest in locating these execution
sites has been substantial.
Initiated by Professor Don Shuster (University of Guam),
investigated twice by Joint POW/MIA Command (JPAC,
predecessor to  DPAA), continued by members of The
BentProp Project, and now considered an area of
interest for Project Recover, definitive evidence of the
grave site locations has been elusive.
In 2009, an extensive report by BentProp, based on
archival, oral history and field work, summarized in
detail the executed POWs and concluded that the
executions and burials occurred on at least three
separate occasions possibly within two regions of
jungle in southern Ngatpang. Field work in 2009
located one L-shaped trench as a possible burial site.
The search continued and intensified during the 2014–
2016 missions, which resulted in identifying multiple
man-made depressions and pits in the same general
area as the L-shaped trench. Under appropriate
permitting from the Palau Historical Preservation
Office and in the presence of field archaeologists,
investigation into these trenches and pits revealed
them to be either storage areas or air raid shelters.
During 2014–2015 missions, two BentProp
archaeologists carefully dug test trenches in the
identified L-shape trench and located a thin, uniform
layer of charred material along the long axis of the
trench and determined this layer to be unnatural.
In 2015 and 2016, archaeological teams carefully
conducted a ground transect in this general area with
no additional relevant findings.
During 2017, multiple meetings were held to review all
available archives (e.g., War Crimes Tribunal testimony
by Japanese executioners, as well as maps drawn by
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them), oral histories (e.g., multiple Palauan elders and
two former Japanese Imperial Army officers), past and
present photographic images and field work. One
resulting hypothesis proposed that the execution and
burial sites might be located in the jungles north and
east of the L-shaped trench, more specifically above
the Tabecheding River.
From 9 to 14 June, a Project Recover team conducted
a series of searches in this area and beyond. After
unexpectedly locating a Japanese jungle road system
in the hypothesized search area on 9 June, they hiked
northward along this abandoned road during 10 to
13 June. Their field searches led to a jungle plateau in
northeast Ngatpang not previously investigated, but
time did not permit additional field work.
A follow-up mission from 24 November to 2 December
returned to this jungle plateau and examined seven

areas that could fit with descriptions of execution sites
based on the Japanese war crimes testimonies. Four
were eliminated as possibilities and three areas were
determined to have characteristics warranting detailed
archeological follow-up.
During this latest mission, the field team also
interviewed a Palauan elder whose father had
witnessed a separate execution of an American whose
aircraft had crashed in the ocean nearby, along the
west coast of Palau’s biggest island. The team took
her by boat to the area described by her father and,
after a detailed recollection of her father’s war time
experience, she pointed to a rocky shoreline shown
to her by her father as the execution site. This area is
approachable by land. Planning is underway to return
to Palau during 2018 to follow up on both sets of
findings from the November/December mission.
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Greece

6 to 23 June
Region: Corfu, Naxos Harbor, Elefsina
Cases of Interest: 3 (B-24, B-25, B-25)
Missing in Action: 22
Team Size: 5
Equipment:
Multi-beam sonars (various)
Side-scan sonars (various)
Sub-bottom profiler
Drop camera
Summary of Results
Found and documented: British Bomber
Found: Unknown aviation target
Surveyed: ~22 km2

Project Recover leveraged academic connections
between its member entities and Greek academic
and scientific institutions to test capabilities in
its first Mediterranean mission. Three cases of
interest (left) were spread among three separate
regions of Greece, each posing unique challenges.
The mission began off Corfu Island, where Project
Recover was provided coordinates that were
assumed to be correlated with the loss of a B-24,
based on research by the Greek organization,
Aviation Archaeology. The team conducted an
initial remote sensing survey of the wreck and
then, on its first dive (background), produced a
mosaic of the primary wreck site (upper right).
On the second day of diving, it became evident
that the aircraft present was not that of a
B-24. Additional research strongly suggested
16

that the wing debris was from a British Short Sterling
Bomber. Discussions with locals provided additional
information, but no intelligence shared was felt to
be actionable by the team in regards to the case of
interest.

and new information provided by local contacts, this
case will remain open and be considered for a future
survey to complete the original area, though winds
and ferry traffic will continue to be a challenge in this
locale.

Upon return to the U.S., a report was sent to the United
Kingdom Ministry of Defense for documentation of
the British wreckage. A return mission for this case is
not currently planned.

On the final day of the Greece mission, the team
conducted geophysical surveys of the entirety of
Elefsina Harbor near Athens, approximately 3.2 km2
(bottom left) in search of a B-25.

The Project Recover team then turned its attention
to geophysical surveys of Naxos Harbor in search of
a B-25 that was seen to crash after being hit by flak
after a bombing mission in 1943. The survey in this
area was dramatically reduced in scope because of
significant and unusual winds, making the deployment
of gear unfavorable; the intended survey was only 20
to 30 percent completed. Given the nature of the case

Four targets were identified by the sonar, with one
in particular that was the approximate size and
clutter to represent a good aviation target. However,
there was no intention to dive on this mission given
the potential for organic and industrial waste in the
water column and sediments. This case will remain
open as a possible re-visit with an ROV to confirm its
association to the missing B-25.
17

United Kingdom
15 to 31 July

Region: English Channel
Cases of Interest: 2 (B-17, Known/uncorrelated wreck)
Missing in Action: 5+
Team Size: 8
Equipment:
SeaBotix ROV
Dry Suit SCUBA gear
OTS full face and Aquacom units
SharkMarine Navigator
Summary of Results
Site Survey Completed: B-17

In 1944, a B-17 suffered a direct hit from flak
somewhere over Dunkirk, after a bombing mission
over France. The aircrew reported that all engines
were on fire. The bomb bay was locked in the open
position which prevented a stable water landing. The
pilot was able to fly over the English Channel and
instructed the crew to bail out over minesweepers
near the coast. Records indicate that three of the
aircrew bailed out, two of whom survived. The aircraft
was seen to crash into the water close to the Cliffs of
Dover by personnel from a local Coast Guard station.
The pilot died of his wounds, and the remaining five
members of the crew were never located and are
listed as MIA.

In July, a Project Recover team set out to conduct
an investigation and survey of the B-17 site off the
Cliffs of Dover and to investigate Goodwin Sands for
possible American aircraft wreckage. In addition,
a team from the SPAWAR Reserve Program of the
U.S. Navy volunteered as part of their field training
to assist the Project Recover team in visualizing and
documenting the two areas containing aircraft debris
using their ROV set up on a separate boat.

With the assistance of the wreck diver, the two teams
traveled from Ramsgate (south of London in Kent) to
the location of the reported wreckage near Dover.
The ROV team was successful in visualizing the crash
site and, indeed, was able to image the characteristic
Some years ago, British divers located a four-engine shape of a B-17, using the ROV’s high definition
aircraft crash site along the Cliffs of Dover and videoed camera (right).
their findings, which they concluded was the same
B-17. Project Recover reviewed the underwater video Field review of these pre-dive videos indicated that
with the wreck diver and, based on all the written this aircraft, with all four engines in place, rests almost
and video evidence, agreed that the site deserved intact but inverted on the sea floor. An exploratory
investigation as a B-17 possibly associated with MIAs. first dive by Project Recover confirmed the ROV
In addition, the team learned from this wreck diver findings. The divers noted that much of the aircraft,
of his finding a second crash site, possibly American, including the rear fuselage, was covered by a fine
in the English Channel at Goodwin Sands, only a few pebble sediment blanketing this area of the English
miles away from the B-17 site.
Channel.
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At this point, the two teams split into separate
operations consisting of Project Recover divers
continuing to document the B-17 while the balance
of the two teams with the ROV traveling to Goodwin
Sands to search for the possible second American
aircraft site. Because this B-17 is almost intact,
Project Recover divers were able to rapidly assess and
complete documentation of the B-17. Interestingly,
our divers found the characteristic aircraft aluminum
and iron wreckage interspersed with several wooden
beams (not components of a B-17). One of the local
historical divers recognized the shape of the large
wooden beams and came to the conclusion that this
B-17 had crashed very near a previously uncharted and
buried Victorian era ship, now surfacing on the ocean
floor due to tidal action within the English Channel.

because the landing gear would be an excellent clue
as to the type of aircraft. Despite repeated attempts
using the wreck diver’s GPS coordinates, the ROV team
could not relocate any aircraft debris but found instead
considerable amounts of ship wreckage, resulting from
the combination of severe storms the English Channel
is famous for and the relatively shallow Goodwin
Sands. No additional aircraft were located.

In the meantime, the ROV team began its search at
Goodwin Sands. The story of this possible site began
when a fisherman reported snagging and recovering an
aircraft landing gear from his fishing nets in this area.
Not long after the fisherman found the landing gear,
the same wreck diver who videoed the Dover B-17
dove with a partner on this site and told the Project
Recover team that in this area they saw four engines,
one of which bore a Pratt & Whitney label. Although Project Recover will present its documentation of
the boat captain turned over the landing gear to a the B-17 debris field to DPAA and is reviewing what
local museum shortly after finding it, Project Recover additional efforts are appropriate for the Goodwin
investigators have not yet located it; this is unfortunate Sands area.
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Papua New Guinea
24 September to 14 October

Region: Madang Province (Hansa Bay,
Cape Kusseron, Bil Bil Island)
Cases of Interest: 8 (B-25, P-39, B-24,
B-25, B-25, B-24, A20, B-25)
Missing in Action: 44
Team Size: 9
Equipment:
Four REMUS 100 AUVs
Outland 1000 ROV
Shark Marine Barracuda 300m ROV
Hull-mounted T50 multi-beam sonar
SharkMarine Navigator
Prototype Magnetometer for REMUS
Summary of Results
Found and documented: B-25 (4 MIA)
Found and documented: P-39 (1 MIA)
Found and documented: B-24 (11 MIA)
Found and documented: B-25 (5 MIA)
Investigation: Awar Village burial
Found and documented (other): Two
Japanese Ki-61 aircraft and six ships
Surveyed: +27 km2
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Based upon the success of the February/March
2017 mission to Papua New Guinea, Project Recover
returned to the country in early fall.  This mission was
the most intensive mission of Project Recover this year,
with a significant investment of resources.
The team began its mission with a follow up to Mali
Village (below left), following up on a lead regarding
the remains of a U.S. soldier buried in the village that
had been provided during the spring mission to Papua
New Guinea.  During this visit the team re-interviewed
the village elder and gained permission from the village
to carry out test excavations at the location where the
elder claimed to have helped bury the American soldier.
The team planned to return to the village the next day
to conduct test excavations, but was prevented from
doing so because heavy rains made the roads from
Madang to the village impassable.  Priority was given to
the underwater survey of Hansa Bay and the team was
unable to revisit the Mali village during this mission.  
While the team was waiting to depart on the live aboard
vessel and begin survey operations, a local resident
came forward about remains buried in Awar Village.
He recalled a scenario from his childhood that gave
Project Recover a desire to investigate, and the team
was granted permission to conduct field research.
The investigation resulted in several anomalies
detected in the area, and test trenches were dug
(below right).  Osseous remains and material evidence
were turned over to the DPAA representative who was
accompanying the team; an official documentation
survey will be provided to DPAA  and the PNG National
Museum at a later date.

The team then turned its attention to the water, and
spent two weeks conducting a remote sensing survey
and diver/ROV interrogation of targets in Hansa Bay,
focusing on five historic losses.
The extensive survey utilized four REMUS AUVs
each equipped with a variety of scanning sonars of
different frequencies, a small boat multi-beam sonar,
and countless SCUBA hours in varying conditions.  The
team was able to simultaneously deploy and monitor
the four AUVs from aboard a well-equipped live
aboard vessel anchored at a central location in the
bay, allowing extensive, near complete coverage of

the area (below left and right). The team also tested
an experimental magnetometer on one of the REMUS
AUVs.
The 25 km2 survey resulted in the discovery and
documentation of three aircraft crash sites, correlating
to a B-25, a P-39 and a B-24. These cases, once verified
by DPAA, will account for the losses of 16 MIAs.
Documentation of each site included measurements,
photographs, video, and acoustic imaging for DPAA
and the PNG National Museum.
Continued on  page 22 >>
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Papua New Guinea
(continued)
The first confirmed target for the fall 2017 Papua New
Guinea mission was a B-25 that had been missing for
74 years. The aircraft had gone down in the bay after
being hit by the explosion of a bomb dropped by a
preceding U.S. aircraft while making a bombing run
on Japanese shipping in Hansa Bay. The destruction
of the aircraft and crash location were captured in
U.S. wartime photos (background) yet the plane and
its crew of four remained missing, until located and
documented by the Project Recover team (inset).
The located P-39 (cover image, right) was lost after
making several passes on targets near Awar Point.
The aircraft debris was clearly identifiable on the
seafloor. The team was able to conduct a complete
archaeological survey of the site.
Continued on page 24 >>
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Papua New Guinea
(continued)

The B-24 search and identification (left) posed the A 2 km2 survey successfully located the site of the B-25,
largest number of technical challenges as it sits in resting nearly intact on the sea floor, and was fully
180 feet of water, in a region of high currents, albeit documented by the team (left middle, left bottom).
with clear water.  A remotely operated vehicle (ROV)
equipped with an imaging sonar and a high definition The aircraft is intact with some damage to the nose,
camera were used to document the site after the team but not as much degradation as might be expected
was able to anchor the support vessel close enough to after remaining hidden at 115 feet for 73 years. Due
pilot the tethered vehicle.
to a sediment rich surface layer from the nearby rivers
(muddy water in the top 15 feet of depth), very little
While conducting the remote sensing operations, the light reaches the seabed resulting in low coral growth.
team also identified the underwater wrecks of two
Japanese KI-61 fighters and six shipwrecks. As time Unfortunately, sea surface conditions kept the team
and resources allowed, the team documented these from conducting ROV operations in the Cape Kusseron
sites and will report their results to the appropriate area.  This area was of interest based on the spring 2017
government agencies.
remote sensing mission that generated a potential
target associated with a B-25 loss.  
With the bulk of Hansa Bay surveyed, the team moved
its remote sensing operation to the area of Bil Bil With over 35 cases of interst associated with more  
Island, in search of a single aircraft loss. At the time of than 150 MIAs, Papua New Guinea continues to be a
the loss, the plane was seen to hit the water and sink, country of interest for Project Recover, though a return
and while all members of the crew were last seen in mission is not planned at present.
a life raft making their way to the island, neither the
plane, nor the crew had ever been found.  
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Student Perspectives
Project Recover provides formal and informal educational
opportunities by including students and post-doctoral
resesearchers in our effors, both in the field and in the
laboratory.
Travis Shramek (SIO) is a Ph.D. candidate in applied ocean
sciences who studies the physical oceanography associated
with crash sites, with expertise in undersea surveys, search
technologies and diving operations. He has been on missions
to Palau in 2014, 2015, 2016; Saipan/Tinian 2016; Papua
New Guinea 2017. “Project Recover integrates my passions
for the ocean and history while pushing the frontiers of
engineering and science. The impact and potential of the
work we do have been brought to light for me by being a
part of successful Project Recover missions. I feel fortunate
and proud to have played a part in this team.”
Gannon Gesiriech (SIO) is a M.S. student in electrical
engineering. Gannon has provided underwater
photogrammetry for 3D processing of crash sites for all
missions in 2016 and 2017. “Not only has Project Recover
helped me develop my photogrammetry skills it has also
been very fulfilling to know that I am helping bring closure
to the families involved.”
Eric Gallimore (SIO) is a Ph.D. candidate in applied ocean
sciences whose research focuses on unmanned underwater
vehicle autonomy, sensors, and acoustic communications.
As part of his thesis work he is developing a magnetic sensor
system for finding and mapping undersea debris fields that
saw extensive use in Papua New Guinea in 2017. Eric also
accompanied the team to Palau in 2015 and 2016. “Project
Recover has provided me the opportunity to develop new
survey technologies and see them immediately used in a
truly meaningful way.”
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Carter DuVal (UDEL) is a Ph.D. candidate in oceanography  
who studies seabed object detection and morphologic
interactions, with a specific focus on unexploded ordnance
detection using acoustic and non-acoustic sensors on
autonomous underwater vehicles. He supported Project
Recover’s mission in Greece in 2017. “With my research
focusing on the detection of seabed objects, my involvement
has allowed me to apply the skills and experience I have
acquired to work beyond my own research.  I count this as
a unique and invaluable experience, being able to merge
the education I have had in both archaeology and ocean
sciences to assist in the efforts of Project Recover.”
Dr. Megan Cimino (SIO) is a postdoctoral researcher in
biological oceanography, with expertise in unmanned
underwater vehicles. Megan began her work with Project
Recover as a Ph.D. candidate at the University of Delaware.  
She has supported missions to Palau in 2014, 2015 and
2016, the Solomon Islands in 2017, and the U.S. in 2016.  
“Participating in the underwater vehicle piloting and
operations has increased my robotics skill set and broadened
my horizons on the nearly limitless applications of robots in
the oceans. Being a part of the team has given me a greater
understanding of what soldiers and their families experience
during war, leaving me with a deeper compassion for how
both sides can be affected, especially within my own family
as my grandfather (who I only met once) was a UDT diver.”
Nolan Brandon is a Midshipman 1/C at the U.S. Naval
Academy in Annapolis, Maryland. After his freshman year
at the Academy, he selected oceanography for his major,
which has  led to many incredible opportunities, including
work with Project Recover. The connections between
the University of Delaware and the USNA Oceanography
allowed him to work on two Project Recover missions,
the first to Guadalcanal and the second to Fiji. “On both
occasions, I assisted the team in whatever manner I was
able including diving, surveying, and side scan sonar
operation. These experiences have truly been an honor, and
I have learned so much from Project Recover’s diverse group
of experts in fields such as oceanography, military history,
and international operations. I am extremely thankful that
I have had the chance to be a part of a group which works
to honor the memory of our fallen who may otherwise have
been lost. Recently, I was selected to become a Naval aviator
and will enter the aviation training pipeline upon graduation
from the Academy. However, I wish to continue being part
of Project Recover because of its positive impact on me and
on the families of the fallen.”
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Supporting Activities
Communications
The announcement of Project Recover’s successful
mission to Papua New Guinea was timed with the
2017 Memorial Day weekend. The news generated
over 50 media hits, including placements in major
print and broadcast outlets, including, but not limited
to Air & Space, World Archaeology, the Philadelphia
Inquirer and National Geographic. In addition, Project
Recover maintained the website, and social media
accounts on Facebook and Instagram, and completed
the federal trademark registration approval process.

STEM Outreach
The unique partnership with two major marine
science academic institutions allows Project Recover
to advance STEM outreach beyond the public eye.  
Undergraduate and graduate students are involved
in all aspects of Project Recover, learning skills in
robotics, archaeology, archival research, mission
operations and government relations. Project Recover
is also often sought after to provide advanced technical
expertise to U.S. and international agencies in the
area of underwater archeology and advanced marine
science technology.  

History & Heritage
Though Project Recover conducts extensive research
at the National Archives and various other institutions
globally, speaking to veterans and MIA families is
a valuable effort.   In 2017 alone, Project Recover
received over 100 inquiries from MIA families and
those with a passion for locating our missing service
members. This was in addition to communicating with
families from those individuals located by the team.
Project Recover was invited to speak at numerous
veteran organization meetings, reunions, and scientific
conferences.  
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The Team
PRINCIPALS
Dr. Mark Moline
School of Marine Science and Policy
College of Earth, Ocean, and Environment
University of Delaware
Dr. Patrick Scannon
Team Leader and Founder, The BentProp Project
Dr. Eric Terrill
Coastal Observing Research and Development Center
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
University of California San Diego
STAFF

Project Recover operations were formalized in 2016
through the generous support of Dan Friedkin. The
substantial gift allowed Project Recover to expand
operations globally, and increase its tempo of
operations, funding missions and mission support
for the first three years of the partnership.  
Dan Friedkin (below) is Chairman and CEO of The
Friedkin Group, a privately held consortium of
businesses and investments in the automotive,
hospitality, entertainment, golf and adventure
industries.
In addition to the leadership positions he holds
within the business community, Dan remains highly
active in wildlife conservation initiatives and various
aviation and education philanthropies.

Katy O’Connell, Executive Director
Colin Colbourn, Historian
Andrew Pietruszka, Archaeologist
Daniel O’Brien, Administrator
AFFILIATED SCIENTISTS & VOLUNTEERS
Derek Abbey, Bill Belcher, Blake Boteler, Heidi
Batchelor, Dave Bavencoff, Nolan Brandon, Charlie
Brown, Hunter Brown, Megan Cimino, Flip Colmer,
Carter DuVal, Glenn Frano, Eric Gallimore, Gannon
Gesiriech, Bob Hess, Bruce Hottum, MJ Johnston, Brian
Kim, Jolie Liston, Joe Maldangesang, Kyle McBurnie,
Andrew Nager, Sean Richardson, Travis Schramek, Val
Thal-Slocum, Arthur Trembanis
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Looking Ahead
The third year of formalized operations for Project
Recover begins in January 2018. In addition to field
activities, Project Recover is actively conducting case
file research, both to support the next year’s missions
and to plan for 2019–2023. Globally, Project Recover
is currently tracking nearly 200 cases associated with
over 850 MIAs from World War II.

The success of Project   Recover’s   two   years   of  
operation has led to the leveraging of additional
partnerships and grant opportunities beyond private
funding.
Project Recover has been approached by the
Department of Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency
to partner on select missions with DPAA’s Europe
Mediterranean Directorate and is presently exploring
operations under a public-private partnership (P3)
agreement for missions to France, Latvia, and/or Italy.

Mission planning for the 2018 field calendar is
underway for the following locations:
• Bermuda
• Federated States of Micronesia
• France
In 2017, Project Recover had two federal grants
• Guatemala
approved for fieldwork in FY18 and FY19. The
• Italy
Department of Defense approved a technology
• Palau
innovation grant with fieldwork in Palau, and the
• Solomon Islands
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  
• U.S. (Alaska).
approved a grant to conduct a survey in Alaska that
will incorporate searches for American MIAs known to
The expansion of Project Recover’s historical and have been lost in that region.
archival analysis has given the team significant data to
consider cases in these countries and to also consider Year Three of Project Recover also will be a year
the Marshall Islands and Indonesia, to continue of strategic   planning for the next phase of the
missions in other regions of Papua New Guinea and organization, moving from the three-year pilot to the
the Solomon Islands, and to consider return missions next five year cycle of operations.  
to New Caledonia, Palau, Fiji and Greece.
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Papua New Guinea—Spring 2017

Papua New Guinea—Fall 2017

Fij—Spring 2017

Solomon Islands—Spring 2017

“At the going down of the
sun and in the morning.
We will remember them.”
~ Laurence Binyon
United Kingdom—Summer 2017
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Project Recover Office
700 Pilottown Road, Lewes, DE 19958
www.projectrecover.org

